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2. Well well! 3. Stop, you fucking cocksucker, stop. 4. Yes! 5. I`m glad that there are people like you.
I’m going to the Metsola village. 6. Jump in the car good fellow.

1. Those damn gypsies! They cheat me always. 4. Fuckinghellgoddamnyoufuckingpieceofshit! 5. (mutter)
6. Sleep in peace my fellows, daddy comes to rest also. 7. Nevermind, Nöffe.

1. Jogging can be dangerous at this time? Hahaha. 2. I can stay out here. / We know where you live... my Arvo. 3.
Take it easy man. Let me show you something. / Don`t stab me! 4. This is my girlfriend. Is she beautiful or what?
5. Your jacket is stained with blood. Are you ok? / Well, yes. My nose bled a little bit.
8. Okey, here we are. The ride costs 20 euros for you.

1. Okey, move a little bit... 2. There is nothing to worry, daddy loves you. 3. Suck, suck, suck, suck.

JYRKI NISSINEN

TOMMI MUSTURI

MY FRIEND GREGER 2. Oh my, pretty girl like you, skin all destroyed… / I mean I do get the pretty pictures, but THAT? A fat bear? You’ll regret that one day, let me tell you. 3. Well… I dunno. / Seems
to work just fine. 4. You see, it tells me who I can trust… / … and who are just shallow dicks like you. 5. Fuck you Emmi! Have you stolen our household cash again?! 6. I don’t know what you are saying… I’m sure it was Gregsey. / Fuck you! That money belongs to ALL OF US living here! 8. I’m sorry I stole the household-money X: The Amazing Greger! PS. I still love you guys! 10. You should try
to behave a bit nicer. 11. People will get tired of you. 12. Rawr 13. You poorly trained beast. 15. I wanna stay here / (Amazing Greger) 16. I’m tired. / Please Greger, let me stay here. 18. Knock Knock!
19. Morning medication. 20. Do you have an evening vacation today? 21. Yeah… my roommates are picking me up for sauna. 22. Okay. Be back by eight. / And no after-sauna beers. 23. When you get
out of the mental house, we’ll make you a new pic on that arm. 24. I’ll be an out patient soon. / Let’s make a big one. You have enough small tattoos. 25. Oh my, look at the time! Should we drive you
back? 26. In a minute. / I’m sorry I stole the household-money X: The Amazing Greger PS. I still love you guys! AND WE STILL LOVE GREGER! XXX

Something’s sequential
in the state of
Denmark
The Danish comics

underground can seem a bit lacking, but there’s
not much of a mainstream market either. Instead,
most comics are pitched somewhere in between,
published by rough Danish equivalents of American companies like Fantagraphics, Top Shelf, and
Drawn and Quarterly. Franco-belgian comics remain a big influence on the output of especially
veteran Danish comics creators, but other styles
and formats are coming to the fore.
It’s a bit complicated. Maybe a brief history lesson would prove enlightening?
In the 80’s, Denmark was in the midst of a comics
boom powered by the runaway success of francobelgian kids’ titles like “Asterix”, “Lucky Luke”,
and “Spirou”. A number of Danish comics artists
prospered in this album-friendly climate, creating
popular series like “Valhalla” and “Nofret”. Some
of them are still household names to this day.
By the mid-90’s, boom had turned to bust. Mainstream Danish publishers largely gave up on locally-produced comics, and the new generation
of comics artists was largely confined to underground anthologies like Fahrenheit, Achtung!,
and Fantasy. Here, they reveled in their artistic
freedom, producing idiosyncratic and sometimes
taboo-challenging work, often in stark contrast
to most of their predecessors’ polished, kidfriendly creations. A few found work with American comics publishers like Vertigo.

The 00’s were a time of turmoil. A short-lived
manga boom was followed by an even shorterlived graphic novel boom, and most Danish comics creators were too busy making a living to generate substantial bibliographies.
Now, a new generation is emerging. Supported
by diligent indie publishers like Fahrenheit - they
of the anthology named Fahrenheit - and Aben
maler, their work is often characterised by a fascination with art and illustration and by a certain indifference to the heritage of both franco/
belgian and American comics, the two historical
preoccupations of Danish comics artists.
So who are these young(ish) upstarts? Well, they
include:
The sisterhood of Anke Feuchtenberger: The
German comics artist has proven to be a great
source of inspiration for Danish pencil wielders
like Rikke Villadsen and Rikke Bakman. Both explore the overlap between comics and fine art in
singular ways, creating intensely personal and/
or metaphorical stories along the way. Other notable members of this sisterhood I just invented:
Web diarist Signe Parkins, illustrator and comics
newcomer Katrine Clante.
The Three Musketeers: Mikkel Sommer, Thomas
Mikkelsen and Glenn August are close friends
and three of the most promising talents of Danish comics today. Sommer is prodigiously prolific,
churning out rough-yet-beautiful comics pages

for Danish, British and French publishers. Mikkelsen and especially August are still finding their
voice, but have already produced impressive genre
work inspired by both US and French comics as
well as horror movies, roleplaying games and The
Moomins!
The animators: The relatively new Danish animation school The Animation Workshop is proving
to be a potent breeding ground for comics talent. Two of the ”three musketeers” went there,
and also people like post-it monster master John
Kenn Mortensen and the fairly unknown Rune
Ryberg, who is preparing to make his mark with
the Lewis Trondheim-ish ”Giant”. Coming from
animation, these artists are a breath of fresh air
in the sometimes overly comics-centric world of
Danish comics.
The Mangaphiles: The visual language of mainstream Japanese comics has deeply influenced
many young Danish comics artists, but few of
them have made it to print. Anna Degnbol is one
exception, a young artist grounded in manga but
also fashion illustration – her ”When We Were Silent” is a remarkably mature graphic novel about
mourning and friendship. Online, web comicker
Humons Scandinavia and the World is immensely
popular, and longform work ”B.I.B.L.E.” is impressively ambitious.
Old school francophiles: Some newer comics artists still display a lot of affection for classic franco/belgian comics, though perhaps unsurprising-

ly, most are ”late bloomers” and therefore
grounded in a different cultural landscape
than younger artists. Examples: Politicallyminded Adam O, who impressed and irked
Danish comics readers with dystopian ”Ruiner” (”Ruins”) in 2011 – his next graphic
novel will be arriving on bookshelves any
day now – and Søren Winther Nørbæk,
whose ”Stella” is an old fashioned slice of
sci fi-tomfoolery.
The Strippers: Denmark has always been
big on comic strips, and while that market is shrinking, interesting new work is
still being produced. Newcomer Maren
Uthaug fuses matchstick men with observational, often auto biographical humor
to great effect, and in the world of online
comics, Christian Henrys surreal slices of
pop culture humor are worth watching. Bue
Bredsdorff, featured right here in this very
magazine, is another example of an interesting new artist taking the classic comic
strip in new directions.

The great Danish cartoonist Claus Deleuran (194696), a child of the counterculture but very much his
own man, is a rare voice in Danish comics, and art
more broadly, not only in that he captured something
quintessentially Danish in his work, wonderfully witty
and delightfully lame as it is at the same time, but
also something more basically human. There’s a love of
adventure in his work, but also of the everyday, a love
of knowledge, a love of life, quite simply. He spent the
last decade of his life crafting a multi-volume history
of Denmark and its people in comics form, Illustreret
Danmarkshistorie for Folket, which at his premature
death at nine volumes sadly had only reached the end
of the iron age.
Before that he completed several great works of fiction,
the last of which is Mikkeline på skattejagt (‘Mikkeline’s
Treasure Hunt’), published in 1984. Characteristically,
it starts with a case of mistaken Annunciation and
ends with a journey through Hell in Dante’s footsteps,
with his classic everyman character Thorfinn being led
by Virgil. The treasure of the book’s title is at the top
of Mount Purgatory, and Thorfinn, who has clambered
his way to it, promptly sends it where all money really
belongs: down, into the arsehole of Abbadon.
But this story concerns Mikkeline, not Thorfinn. And
she also gets around. She visits Sao Paolo’s port city
of Santos, for instance, from which fifty percent of all
the world’s coffee is shipped, which naturally means
that the locals suffer from chronic hypertension. She
also ends up in the cauldron of a cannibal tribe, but is
saved at the last moment by her traveling companion
Sonja’s Young Buller, who quickly changes into the SUPER INFANT. She eats sea serpent steaks, prepared by
her other traveling companion, the practical-minded
Mrs. Larsen. She meets Neptune and his nymphs, Little Sambo and his family, a friendly elephant seal, who
offers her a place in the harem of her stately husband.
Oh, and she ecnounters a hell of a lot of pirates, all
chasing the aforementioned treasure, the precise location of which she knows from an old map, given to her
by an ancient mariner.   
A Classic Deleuran yarn, in other words. Mikkeline
in many ways is the high water mark of Deleuran’s

And more: There are plenty of other, less
easily categorizable artists to look out for,
though – like Rasmus Svarre of the Dave
McKean-inspired graphic novel ”Kensington” or Belgian resident Mikkel ØrstedSauzet, whose ”Aske” is a meditation on
slavery done (almost) entirely with red
ballpoint pens.
Obviously, the Danish comics scene is not
lacking in talent, and it never really has
been. The real question is: How many of
these newer comics artists will stick with
the medium in the face of limited profits
and adult responsibilites? Here’s hoping
it’ll be more than a few!
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fictional comics and as such is a real treat. It is the
most flawlessly structured and fluent of his books, its
drawings characterized by a loving finish and attention
to detail. As such, it points to Illustreret Danmarkshistorie for Folket (1987-96), but with none of that work’s
sluggish pacing. On the other had, and for the same
reasons, Mikkeline never quite reaches the energetic
and imaginative heights of Deleuran’s best books, Rejsen til Saturn (‘The Journey to Saturn’, 1977) and the
first volume in the Pirelli and Firestone series (1979).
It is just a little bit too perfect.
But why kvetch? You’d have to be an ingrate if you can’t
enjoy Deleuran’s ingenuity, for instance when he treats
you to the Angel Annunciate who gives Mikkeline af
magical bus pass, a magical till receipt, and a magical
pen to apologize for getting the wrong address and
disturbing her. Or if you don’t get a solid laugh from
the dreaded Sjokoman, the crazed chocolate fiend who
swipes all the goodies from the shop where Mikkeline
works. Or if you can’t appreciate the lovely Gustave
Doré pastiche in the staging of Virgil and Thorfinn’s
descent into Limbo. Or if you didn’t, in your heart of
hearts, wish you had a patron saint like Mikkeline’s St.
Kalorius, who is always there to conjure forth a case of
beer when you need it. Mikkeline is a heady cocktail
of wittily orchestrated adventure clichés, philological
curiosity, and imaginative playfulness – a truly delectable read!
Matthias Wivel

THE HOUSE IN SØNDERHÅ: The dead-end gravel road / The kitchen window / The books / The closed down grocery shop / The Autumn Storms whistling in the roof sheets / The ball in the stinging nettles
/ The wonky door handle / The shed / The Lamp Man / The noise from the fan / The arrival of the first frost / The longing for the city / The Pixie Castle / The view from the Mound / The heat from the oven /
The afternoon nap on the couch / The smell of fertilisers in Spring / The nights in front of the telly / The ladder to the upper chamber / The peaceful hours in the hammock / The Town Hall Bells announcing
the 12 o’Clock news / The Glass House / The flies in Summer / The fields / The train to Thisted / The scent of oil in the bedroom / The darkness in the barn / The sound of cat paws from the loft / The dripping
moisture trap / The dish rack / The chopping block / The outings to Ove Sø / The sauce pan lids / It’s all for sale.

